[The multifaceted TSH receptor].
The TSH receptor is a key element of thyroid homeostasis and many gain or loss of function mutations have been described since its cloning in 1989. Behind classical and severe forms like toxic adenomas, non-autoimmune familial or sporadic hyperthyroidism or inversely complete TSH resistance syndromes, new methodological approaches allow now the functional characterization of milder clinical situations : linear regression analysis of activating mutations can differentiate mutations with moderate constitutive activity and non functional receptor's variants ; the early oligomerization of wild-type and mutated receptors in intracellular compartments explain the dominant inheritance of mild form of TSH resistance. However many aspects of TSH receptor signalization remain to be explored, for example its persistent activity after internalization, and their clinical implications to be determined. Finally, new modulators of TSH receptor with attractive therapeutic potential are being developed.